
A NOTE ON PARTS AND HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY

JOSEPH LEWITTES1

1. Let A be a normed linear space over the field K, where K is

either the real field R or complex field C; AL4) = {aE-A\ \\a\\ <l},

2(A)={aEA\ ||a||=l}, A={zGC| \z\ <l}. The hyperbolic metric
on A is

,    ,     i      i + k y]      ,       r    i      *-yp(x, y) = — log-;-j >    where    [x, yj =-  ;
2 1 — [x, y] I — xy

see [l, p. 238] for details. Define the relation ~ on A(A*)\J2(A*),

A* the dual space of A, by Pi~P2 if and only if supoeA0i) p(Li(a),

L2(a)) < oo. As p is a metric, ~ is an equivalence relation. The equiv-

alence classes under ~ will be called hyperbolic parts. It is easily

seen that A(^4*) is a single hyperbolic part; hence the interest is in

the decomposition of 2 (.4*).

2. Before stating our theorems, we recall that an open segment a in

A* is asetof the form o-= {*Pi + (l — Op2}o<«i» Pi, L2G^4*. If K = C,
an analytic disk, 5 in A * is a set of the form 5 =/(A), where /: A—*A * is

analytic. For our purposes a map/:A—>A* is analytic if for every

aEA the complex valued function z—>Ls(a) is analytic, where Lz =/(z).

Theorem 1. Let Pi, L2E2(A*) and belong to the same hyperbolic

part P. (a) There is an open segment a such that PiG<r, P2G<r and

(rEP. (b) If K = C there is an analytic disk 8 such that LiEo, L2E8
and 8EP-

The proof depends on an inequality which is interesting in its own

right. Let I denote the unit interval 0 S t ^ 1 and for e > 0, It

= {zEC\  \z-t\ <eior some tEI}-

Lemma. Given O<£<fc + 0<1 and e = 6/k(lArkAr0). If x,yEA,

[x, y] ^k, then for zEI*, y+z(x — y) GA and [yA-z(x — y), x] ^&+0.

Proof. If aGA, bEC, then [a, b] <l ii and only if &GA; hence it
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suffices to prove only that [y+zix—y), x] ^k+6. It is easily verified

that our hypotheses imply that for Z£7,

1 + e-t         1 -fe
0 <-g-= k + d.

l/k-i-t l/k  -  €

Given zGP choose tEI such that \z —1\ <e, so that | 1— z\ ^l + e — t

and \z\ ^e+t. Then

i 1 — z
[y + z(x — y),x] =   -

(1 — yx)/iy — x) + zx

1 +e- Z 1 + e-Z
= i—f—\—.^-^ k + e,

I i/\y,x] - \z\\x\\     i/k- e- t

which proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. Li~L2 implies supaSA(ji) [Pi(a)> L2ia)]

= k < 1 so that if k, 6, e are as in the lemma, the open segment

o = {L(z)=Li+ziL2 — L/), —e<s<l+e} is contained in P. Indeed,

by the lemma, ||L(,)|| =supoeAU) |Pi(a)+z(L2(o) — Pi(a))| ^1 and

supol=AU) [L(Z)ia), L2ia)]^k+6 so that L(Z)<~P2 for every z, hence

o"CP- Also Li = P(o)Go-, P2 = L(i)Gcr. If K — C, choose a conformal

map f oi A onto I„ a simply connected domain, say z =/(f); it again

follows from the lemma that the analytic disk 5= {L(r)=Li+/(f)(L2

—Pi). f£A} is contained in P and Z.i=Ptr-j(o»£8 P2 = P(/-i(i)>G5.

q.e.d.

The next theorem investigates the converse of the first.

Theorem 2. Let P be a hyperbolic part ofZiA*). (a) If K = R,v an

open segment E^iA*)\J AiA*) and oC\Pt£0, then <jEP-

(b) If K = C, 8 an analytic disk E?iA*)VJAiA*) and hC\P^0,
then SEP-

(c) If K = C,(a) is false.

Proof, (a) If (a) is false there is an open segment o"CS(^4*)WA(^4*)

and Li, L2Ea such that LiEo~C\P and L2r^Li. Thus we can find a

sequence anEAiA) such that if x„ = Pi(a„), y„ = P2(a„), then x„—>1,

yn-*a, — l^agl, and [x„, y„]—»1 as ra—>°o. Since a is open, for all

sufficiently small e>0, ||ii + e(Li — L2)|| ^1 and in particular,

| x„ + e(x„ — y„) | < 1 for all ra. Clearly this last inequality is impossible

for all ra if a<l. If a=l we may assume that *B>y» for all ra, for

otherwise we can interchange Li and L2. |xn+«(*n — y»)| <1 implies

r                                i                           1 + e
1 > [yn, xn + «(*» - y„)J = -r—-—-r •

| (1 — y„x„)/(x„ — yn) — eyn I
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As n—*co this last expression tends to (l+e)/(l —e)>l. A contra-

diction.

(b) Recall Pick's formulation of Schwarz's lemma: [l, p. 239]. If

/: A—>A is analytic then for zi, z2GA, p(f(zi),f(z2)) ^p(zi, z2). Given an

analytic disk 5= {Lz, zGA}, since \\LZ\\ ̂ 1 by hypothesis, for each

aEA(A), z-+Lz(a) is an analytic map of A—>A. Thus if P20G5P\P,

LtE8 we have supaSA(A) p(LZfl(a), Lz(a)) ^p(z0, z) < <*>, hence Pa~P,0

and SCP-
(c) Let A be the complex Banach space of sequences of complex

numbers a = (ai, a2, ■ ■ • ) with ||a|| = y^-i |«»| < °° • Then A* is the

space of sequences of complex numbers L = (\i, X2, • • • ) with ||l,|]

= sup„ |X„| <<», L(a)= 2~Ln=i^nCtn- We first note that if Pi = (xn),

0^x„<l for all n, x„—>1 and L2 = (xn-\-iyn), yn Teal, x2nAry2n <1, y„—>0

then Pi, P2G2L4*) and Pi^P2 if lim sup,,..*, (\y»\ /(I— xn)) = oo, i.e.,

xnAriyn—>1 "tangentially." For, if d„EA has 1 in the wth place and 0

otherwise, ||/Sr|| <1 for any \t\ <l and

sup  p(Li(o), L2(a)) ^   sup   p(Li(tbn), L2(tSn))-
aeAU) n,|i|<l

But

[Li(t8n),L2(t8n)] = ,—-—-—-r
| (1 — txn)(l + txn)/tyn Ar itxn \

which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing n sufficiently

large and t close to 1. Thus supaeA(A) p(Li(a), L2(a)) = oo and Li<~vL2.

But such Pi, P2 may lie on an open segment in ZC4*); as a concrete

example consider Pi = (x„), x„ = l — 1/w for w^2 and xi = 0, P2

= (x„+iy„) where y„ = w_1/2 for «^2 and yi = 0. Then ||Pi|| = ]]i,2|] =1

and since y„/(l— x„) = w1/2—>«>, Lir^L2. But the open segment

<r= {Li-\-t(L2 — Li); —e<t<l-\-e} is contained in 2(^4*) for suitably

small e>0. For LiA-t(L2 — Pi) = (xnArityn) and

, . 1        f- - 2 1        e2 + 2e - 1
| xn + ityn |2 = 1 + — +-S 1 + — H-^ 1

n2 n w2 n

for all «>1 if €2 + 2e^i    q.e.d.

3. As a consequence of Theorem 1 (a) we have that if Pi, P2

G2G4*) are in the same hyperbolic part, then ||Pi — P2|| <2. In fact

since they are on an open segment aE2(A*), for suitably small

e>0, 2(A*) contains P2 + t(P2 — LA and Pi + e(Pi —L2) so that

2^(l+2e)||Pi — L2\\. On the other hand, the example of Theorem 2

(c) shows that ||Pi — P2|| <2 does not imply that Pi and P2 are in the

same hyperbolic part. The idea of introducing the hyperbolic metric
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to functional analysis to obtain an equivalence relation is due to A.

Gleason. In his original paper [2] this however is not made explicit.

In the context of [2], A is a function algebra, Li, P2 are homomor-

phisms of A and the equivalence relation is defined as Li~L2 if

||Pi — P2II <2. In this case this does imply p(Pi, L2) < co ; for, A being

a function algebra, if P(f) =X(f—joi)/(l — /if), |\| =1, |/x| <1 is any
conformal automorphism of A, and aGA(^4), there is a unique Tia)

GA(^4) such that for any homomorphism L of A, TiLia)) =L(f"(a)).

Furthermore, given fi( w,-£A (»=1, 2) and p(fi, f2) =p(wi, w2) there

is an automorphism T of A with TiJ//)=Wi (*=1, 2), in particular

we can find r, 0^r<l such that p(fi, f2) =p(r, — r). Thus, if L\, L2

are homomorphisms of A, p(Pi, P2)=sup p(r, —r), the supremum

taken over all aGA(^4) with Pi(a)=r, LJa) = —r. Hence ||Pi — P2||

^sup 2r = 2 if p(Pi, L/) — =0. Another notion of part has been intro-

duced by Bear [3] for A a real linear space of real continuous func-

tions on a compact Hausdorff space X. The essential property of

these parts is that they are characterized by conditions (a) of Theo-

rem 1 and 2. Thus the concept of hyperbolic part introduced here

coincides with previous definitions of "part" where applicable.

In conclusion, I would like to thank Professor A. Gleason for sev-

eral helpful discussions concerning parts and hyperbolic geometry.
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